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FORE WORD
The maintenance and operation of the multispectral data-collection and re--
production facilities at the Willow Run Laboratories of the Institute of Science
and Technology. The University of Michigan, ai e described in this interim re-
port. The work was performed under Contract NAS 9-9304 for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas. The period of research extends from January 1970 through June 1971.
Mr. Richard Legault, Head of the Infrared and Optics Division, is Project
Director, and Mr. Philip G. HIasell, Jr., is Principal Investigator. NASA's
Technical Monitor for the project is William Shaw/TC.
The Willow Run Laboratories' number for this report is 25990-37-P.
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ABSTRACT
This report sunimmaritzes 
the accorpitish erots in 
multi.spectral mappin
durif-; 1970 and (fiscal year) 
1971; the mapping¢ was 
done with the instrluenlted
C-4' aircraft owned 
and operated 
IY Willow Run Laboratories 
of T'he University
of Myfichwigan. Specific 
information for fltght 
operations sponsored 
by NASA/MSC
(Manled Spac(ecraft Center) 
in 1970 and fiscal year 
197 1 is preseutecd', and 
a
total listing of flights 
for 196B, 1969, 1970, 
and fiscal year 1971 
is included in
the appendices. A b rief 
description of Willow 
Run Laboratories' multispectr
data-collection and reproducltio 
fa ilities is also included.
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WILLOWR RUN LA ORATO R I E S
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF TI-IE MULTISPECTItAL DATA-COLLECTION
AND REPRODUCTION FACILITIES OF THE WILLOW itUN LABORATORIES
January 1970 Through June 1971
SUMMARY
During 1970 and fiscal year (F'Y) 1971, the Willowv Run Laboratories' (WRL) airborne multi-
spectral data-collection system was maintained in a state of operational readiness and accom-
plished 26 of the 36 NASA-assianed missions. Of these 36 missions, 5 were cancelled because
of unsuitable weather at the site, and 4 others were cancelled by NASA. One mission was re-
scheduled because of bad weather. Over 60,000 ground track miles of scanner imagery were
recorded on mnagnetic tape in ultraviolet, visible, and infrared wavelengths. About one-quarter
were reproduced on film for visible analysis. All tape-recorded scanner data are available on
duplicate magnetic tapes in analog form suitable for machine processing. Scanner boresight
aerial photography was obtained simultaneously with various film/filter combinations at all sites.
The instrumentation and procedures used to obtain these data are described briefly, and rec-
ommiendations are made for continued use and improvement of the system.
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1
lNTRODUCTION
Thlle primary purpose of this contract, which is now into its third year, is to maintain the
Willow Run Laboratories' (WRL) airborne instrumentation ancl ground-based data-reproduction
facilities in a state of operational readiness for nmultispectral data-collection missions. A total
of 21 missionswere authorized during 1969; 20 were successfully completed. This report sum-
marizes the accomplishments of 1970 and the first half of 1971, during whichl a total of 36 mis-
sions were authorized and 26 successfully completed. Of these 36 missions, 28 were authorized
in 1970 and 8 in the first six months of 1.971. A total listing of NASA-sponsored missions planned
and completed during this period is shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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TABLE 1. SUMMAtlY OF NASA-SPONSOiI.i) NIllSSIONS IN 1970
NASA
Mission NO.
liM 
11Mh
lM11
12hi
13M
Site
Biscayne iBay, Florida
Florida Keys. Florida
Alafia/P'eace, Florida
Lafayette, Indiana
Ann Arbor, Michigan
141V1 North Dakotla
1-5M Ann Arbor, Michigan
15M Washtenaw. Michigan
16M Mill Creek, Oklahoima
17hi Lafayette. Indiana
18M Ann Arbor, Michigan
19M Mallitou, Colorado
191M North l)akota
20M Ann Arbor, Michigan
20?i Lafayette, Indiana
20m Washtenaw, Michigan
21hi Catheart Nit., Maine
22M1 Alafia/Peace, Florida
22h1 Tenn. Valley, Tennessee
23M11 Lafayette, Indiana
24M1 Ann Arbor, Michigan
25M Lafayette, Indiana
26M Ann Arbor, Michigan
27M I.afayette, Indiana
28h lediaua Grain Belt
28i1I Indianua Grain Belt
28M Indiana Grain Belt
2981i Chesapeake Bay, Maryland
31?11 Pisgah Cr:ater, California
i)ata User
USGS/WRL
USGS/\V'RL
USGS
Purdue
\VR L
tlSGS
WIlL
WR L
USGS
Purdue
WRL
USDA
USGS
WRil,
Purdue
WRL
USGS
USGS
Purdue
Purdue
WRIL
Purdue
WIt L,
lPurdue
Purdue
Purdue
Purdue
NASA/Wallops
WR L
Mission Da:1te
Actuali PlannedAdlioilatioa
Hydrobiology
Hydrobiology
Ilydrobiology
Agr iculUurc
Forestry
Geological Survey
Forestry
Agriculture
Geology
Agriculture
Forestry
Forestry
Geological Survey
Forestry
Agriculture
Agriculture
Geological Survey
lfydrobiology
Forestry
Agriculture
Forestry
Agriculture
Forestry
Agriculture
Agriculture
Ag riculture
Ag riculture
Oce anography
Geology
3/10
3/11
5/t6
,i
5/22- 23
6/8
6/20
6/23 -26
6/30. 7'/1
7/6-7
7/28-29
7/31
8/5
8/11 - 13
8/21
8/27
9/18-21
* .
9/29, 10/2
**
10/16i
8/24
9/5
9/I1
11/4-6
10/29-30
3/9-13
3/9-13
3/16-20
4/13-17
5/4-8
5/18-22
6/8-12
6/15-19
6/22-26
6/29-7/3
7/20-24
8/3-7
7/27.-31
8/24-28
8/lO-14
8/17-21
8/25-28
9/14-18
9/21-23
9/21-25
9/28-10/2
10/19-23
10/12-16
12/7-11
8/24
9/1-4
9/7-11
1 1/2-6
10/28-30
Flight- Line
(mi les)
Actual Planned
128 126
65 45
- 227
279 257
- 50
288 248
38 80
80 78
450 258
288 354
77 66
73 54
112 120
62 70
233 260
78 78
22 24
323 168
- 120
- ' 257
71 66
- 2f61
58 66
- 257
124 124
196
124
159
60
3368
196
124
177
60
4271
'Postponed because of unsuitIable weat her: later retloax
'Cancelled because of unsuitable weather
NASA
Mission No.
TABLE 2. SIJMMIAIRIY OF NASA-SPONSORED MISSIONS DURING JANIUARY TIlROUGiH JUNI OF' 1971
Flight-Line
Mlission Date (miles)
Site Data User ActuI Patione Actual lln d Acu Planed
32M Weslaco, Texas
33M L.Lafayette, Ilediaina
34M Tenn. Valihey, Tennessee
35M11 Itouston, Texas
362M Lafayeltte, Ildi:ana:
37h1 No. Great Pllans
38M1 Cor)n o-.lt, Indiana
39M Ann Arbor, Mlichigan
UJSDA AgrLiculture 2/27, 3/3-4
Purdue Agriculture 
Pu'dui e Forestry 3/11l
NASA/MSC Water Pollution 3/8-9
Purdue Agriculture *
Soil Limtitations 
Purdue/\VIRl. Agriculture 5/17, 21-22
Will, Forestry *
3
135
90
243
74
110
213
3/1-3
3/15- 19
2/25-26
3/4 -5
4/5-9
5/17-21
5/17-28
5/3 1 -6/4
Cancel:letd by either principtal ilvestigatr- or NASA
307 305
775 702
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2
ACCOMP IfSI-MIMENTS
The accomplishments during thle contract period from 1 February 1970 through 30 June 1971
are discussed in this section.
2.1. FACILITY MAINTENANCE
The facility was maintained in a state of operational readiness throughout the contract pe-
riod. No disruptions of the mission schedule occurred because of major equipment malfunctions.
On a secondary priority basis, periodic maintenance was performed on the aircraft and instru-
mnentation equipment throughout the year. The periodic aircraft maintenance is normally com-
pleted on a programmed 50 flight-hour schedule. All maintenance was done at WRL, since no
mission exceeded the 50 flight-hour limit. A total of 283 aircraft flight hours were accumulated
in support of NASA-sponsored missions during the contract period.
Instrumentation in the aircraft and in the laboratory was repaired, maintained, and calibrated
between scheduled missions as time permitted. The first priority maintenance was assigned to
multispectral scanning equipment, which was maintained in good working order throughout the
year. The aerial cameras. which provideboresighlt photography forthe scanners, were maintained
on a secondary priority basis because their data are of secondary importance in multispectral anal-
ysis. Since an attempt was made to operate all available cameras as requested, maintenance
was limited to obvious malfunctions; spares were not available to replace cameras of questionable
performance. In addition, the cameras were often operated, as requested, beyond their perfor-
mance limitations with regard to adequate exposure with a specific filnm/filter combination. As
a result, the aerial photography was often of poor quality, 'but it was adequate to document the
boresight view of the multispectral scanners.
In addition to periodic performance checks, the multispectral scanner equipment underwent
complete calibration checks in June and December of 1970 and in February and May of 1971.
These calibration tests are used to establish the system's response over the entire scan field
of view (FOV) in terms of absolute radiant energy at the scanner aperture for each of the scanner
data channels. A total of six calibration checks have been performed on the system since its
assembly in early 1966.
During the contract period, we assisted NASA!/MTSC in planning and scheduling data-collec-
tion missions with the C-47 aircraft. We discussed mission requirements and made plans for
the 36 missions which were eventually authorized under the contract. WRL personmel partici-
pated in all of the mission-planning meetings held at NASA/MSC during 1970 and FY 1971.
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2.2. DATA-COLLECTION MISSIONS
A total of 36 missions were authorized during the contract period, 28 in 1970 and the re-
maining 8 in the first six months of 1971. Of the 28 flown in 1970, 22 were successful. After
authorized standby time at the site, the remaining six were cancelied because of unsuitable
weather conditions. One of these cancelled missions (Alafia/Peace) was later flovwn under a new
mission number and was included as one of the 22 successful missions nimentioned above. The
other five cancelled missions included: one at Ann Arbor, Michigan; one at Tennessee Valley,
Tennessee; and three at Lafayette, Indiana. Of the eight missions authorized in the first half of
1971, the four undertaken were completed successfully. The remaining four were cancelled
either by the Principal Investigator or by NASA in order to allow sufficient preparation time and
funds for the Corn Blight Watch in 1971.
As shown in Fig. 1, the mission sites were located throughout the continental United States.
Some sites, such as Lafayette, Indiana, and Washtenaw County, Michigan, were mapped several
time's on separate missions. During this reporting period, over 4000 ground track miles were
flown,producing approximately 60,000 sq miles of scanner imagery and another 10,000 sq miles
of aerial photography. From February 1970 to June 1971, 75 separate flight operations were
flown for NASA. For FY 1971 (July 1970-June 197i), approximately 50,000 sq miles of scanner
imagery and aerial photography were obtained at an approximate cost of $10.00/sq mile of imag-
ery, with an average of 18 data channels used per mlission.
The data recorded and reproduced from these NASA flights are tabulated in Tables 3 and 4.
All flights (both NASA and non-NASA) flown during 1970 and FY 1971 are listed by date and time
in Appendices lII and IV. The listings show the number of data channels in the various spectral
bands requested during the 112 flights made in that period. For comparison, Appendix I shows
the 19 flights (including 2 NASA flights) made in 1968 and Appendix II, the 80 flights (including
55 NASA flights) made in 1969. Appendix V presents a tentative flight schedule for FY 1972.
FY 1972.
We planned and conducted a particular mission in accordance with a flight request prepared
by the Principal Investigator and approved and supplied to us by NASA/MSC. We satisfied the
mission requirements, within the limitations of allotted time at the site, weather conditions,
allotted expendable materials, and allotted aircraft flight hours. The success of past missions
can be determined by a comparison of the planned and actual flight-line miles listed in Table 1.
Most of the missions were considered successful. Unsuitable weather during the allotted time
period restricted the amount of data collected on some, but none were resticted by allotted
expendable material or aircraft flight hours.
The procedure for handling the large quantity of data collected on these missions is as fol-
lows:
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(l) The raw tape and film data are scheduled for processing and reproduction according
to the order in which they arrive at WRL (usually with the aircraft) after a mission.
(2) All aerial camera film is stamped with identifying perforations by the camera operator
and sent to tile WRI. photo laboratory, where the black and white film is processed and
a paper file print made. The color film is sent by the photo laboratory to Data Corpo-
ration for processing. Black and white film is usually processed within one week and
color filmn within two weekes.
(3) Within two weeks after the raw data are received at WRL, the original magnetic tapes
are duplicated on request in analog form and sent either to NASA/MSC or to the Prin-
cipal Investigator with a rough copy of the flight data records. The 1-in. tapes are
duplicated one for one on 1-in. tapes; the 1/2-in. tapes are duplicated two for one on 1-
in. tapes.
(4) Four selected channels of tape-recorded scanner data are reproduced on 70-mm film
during the three weeks following the duplication of the data tapes. These scanner film
imagery reprodIuctions are made in the printing facility at WRIL, and the photo laboratory
processes film and makes a paper file print of the imagery.
(5) The flight data records prepared by the flight crew are completed and typed in final
form during the three weeks following a mission. These flight records, which include
maps, a narrative report, and inslrument settings, constitute the mission documenta-
tion.
(G) The original aerial camera film transparencies, the original scanner imagery on film
transparencies, and the flight data records are labeled by a data clerk and reviewed by
the flight crew and test conductor before bein!,g packaged and shipped to NASA/MSC with-
in a month after the mission. A paper print of all black and wvhite imagery shipped is
retained on file at WBRL. In special cases, a second print of selected black and white
imagery is also shipped directly to the Principal Investigator for the particular mission.
(7) The original analog magnetic tapes and original flight-data records for each mission
are retained on file at Willow Run.
This procedure was followed except that the final typing of the flight-data records lagged be-
hind schedule. However, the use of the data was not delayed because the flight information was
distributed in rough form with the data. 
2.3. MISSION DOCIUMENTATION
In early 1971, the contract was amended to require that we document mission plans and accom-
plishments with draft reports prepared according to forms and formats, supplied by NASA.
9
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NASA then converts these draft reports to NASA publications distributed by their publications
group. The reports include a mission plan, prepared in response to the flight request from
NASA/MSC and a Mission Report, which describes how well the approved mission plan was
accomplished.
The mission plan and estimated cost are prepared by us and sent to NASA/MSC within two
weeksafter we receive the NASA-approved flight request and, hopefully, at least one month before
the scheduled mission date. We are authorized to accomplish the mission requested by NASA/
MSC after they have reviewed and approved the mission plan and estimated cost. Unfortunately,
NASA-approved flight requests are often not received until the date of the scheduled mission, so
we cannot always follow this proc edure. However, since the contract requirement was estab-
lished, we have always prepared a mission plan with cost estimates and submitted them to
NASA/MSC promptly after receipt of the flight request.
A draft of the Mission Report is preipared and submittedl to NASA/MSC within one month
after the mission. The report essentially is a translation of our flight data records into NASA's
format; it also includes additional information about the mission objectives and a brief descrip-
tion of the site. In this report, we also discuss why we made any deviations from the approved
mission plan. Mission reports were prepared for all missions accomplished after the contract
amendment and for many of the missions prior to the amendment.
10
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3
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FACiLITIES
The multispectral data-collection and reproduction facilities developed by WRL under govern-
ment sponsorship are described briefly. The airborne system was first used operationally in
early 1966 and has been used without significant change since that time.
3.1. AIRBORNE MULTISPECTRAL DATA-COLLECTION SYSTEM
Willow Run Laboratories have been active for many years in a program to develop signal-
processing techniques for discrimination of selected targets by remote observation of their opti-
cal radiation characteristics. In the course of this program, it has been necessary to develop an
airborne imaging sensor which can register the spectral properties of a terrain scene in absolute
measure and in the form of an electrical signal.
Because of budget limitations, the resulting airborne data -collection system is configured
around readily available airborne scanners originally developed for military reconnaissance
We obtained the 19 miltispectral data channels by using 4 detector assemblies, one installed in
each end of two, dual-ended scanners. A choice of detector configurations is available, but the
basic grouping for data collection has been:
(1) Scanner 1
End A: GeHlg detector filtered for 8.0 to 13.5 pim
End B: InSh detector with 3 elements filtered for 1.0 to 1.4 pmi, 2.0 to 2.6 p nm and
4.5 to 5.5 p m
(2) Scanner 2
End A: Spectrometer with 12 photomnultiplier detectors over a range of 0.4 to 1.0 ,upn
End B: InAs detector with 3 elements filtered for 1.0 to 1.4 lim, 1.5 to 1.8 p ni and
2.0 to 2.6 p/m
An assortment of detector/filter combinations is available for substitution in End B of each
scanner. These include a photomultiplier filtered for 0.32 to 0.38 pmin, single element InAs or
InSb detectors with filters for any of the wavelength bands shown for the 3-element detectors,
a single element lHTgCdTe detector with a selected wavelength band between 1.0 and 12.5 iran and
a dual element HgCdTe detector with two wavelength bands between 8.2 and 12.1 p.tm.
Analog processing of the mnultispectral signals is limited to the output of any selected de-
tector assembly, because the data must have a common aperture to be time synchronous. The
11.
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multi-element detectors scan a ground target sequentially. The electrical signal from the lead
elements is delayed to make their outputs approximately time synchronous.
The scanners* were modified to provide a single scanning-mirror surface for each detector
assembly at a fixedscan rate of approximately 60 scans per second. The single scanning sur-
face was selected (by covering one of the two scan mirror surfaces) in order to restrict the
detector to a single radiation input at any one time. The scan rate selected was the maximum
available for the particular scanner and was fixed to simplify scanner controls. Most of our
data were collected at low altitudes. This required the maximum scan rates, and the scan over-
lap at higher altitudes was acceptable. With this scan rate and a normal aircraft ground speed
of 120 knots, a continuous registration of terrain without scan overlap is obtained at an altitude
of about 1000 ft. The seanning geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2.
For calibration of the radiation input to each detector channel, scanner 1 contains two
thermal reference plates and a lamp radiation source, and scanner 2 contains two lamp sources
and a solar reference source; these are registered in the detector outputs during each line scan.
Tile thermal plates provide two blackbodies as temperature references for the thermal-I.3 chan-
nels (4.5-5.5 pm and 8-13.5 pim), and the lamps provide radiation reference levels corresponding
to the reflected energy (from solar illumination) of typical targets in the data channels from 0.32
to 2.6 pim. The dark interior of the scanner is registered as the zero-radiation input for the
scanner channels in the 0.32- to 2.6-pnm region.
The electrical outputs of the radiation detectors are amplified for recording on tape re-
corders with an electrical bandwidth of from near dc to at least 20 kiIz. With appropriate se-
lection of amplifier gains, dc restoration, and special electronic filtering in the tape playback,
a bandwidth of dc to 50 kHz can be realized. The information bandwidth of the scanner itself is
approximately 70 kc. The separate detector outputs are displayed on oscilloscopes to the air-
borne operators, who select the appropriate amplifier gains to match each signal level to the
dynamic range of the tape recorder. A separate. tape machine records the output of each scan-
ner.
Originally, a 7-channel recorder was used to accept one synchronization and up to 6 video
signals from scanner 1, while a 1.4-track recorder was used to accept one synchronization and
13 video signals from scanner 2. 1owever, in April, 1.970, the 7-track tape machine was replaced
by a second 14-track machine to provide the redundancy of two 14-track machines in the aircraft
recording 21 data channels. If a tape machine malfunction occurs during field operations, at
least 14 tracks of data could be recorded on the other machine.
* 'This report assumes that the reader is familar with line scanners. For information on
them, see M. R. Holter and W. L. Wolfe, ''Optical-Mechanical Scanning Techniques," Proc. IRE.
Vol. 47, No. 9, 1959, pp. 1546-1.550.
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The aircraft in which the airborne sensor equipment is installecid is shown in Fig. 3. The
layout of equipment in the aircraft is shown in Fig. 4. Two instrumentation wells in the bottom,
rear section of the aircraft house the ground-scanning equipment. Aerial cameras are mounted
in the left well to make a photographic register of what the scanner maps; thiese photographs
aid in data interpretation. The two scanners are located in the right well. Full operation of tilhe
airborne system requires a crew of seven: a pilot, a copilot, and a flight engineer forthe aircraft;
a test conductor and three equipmnent operators for the instrumentation. During flight, one equip-
ment operator controls the aerial cameras and the direct printing of twvo data flchannels from
scantier 2. The same video printing equipment can be operated on the ground to reproduce on
film any selected channel from the tape-recorded data. The other two equipment operators
monitor and control the signals and record general data associated with each pair of scanners
and tape recorders.
System performance is adequate for registration of terrain in all scanner data channels
during daylight hours under all weather conditions suitable for visual flight rules (VFR) aircraft
operation; however, there can he no clouds between the aircraft and the terrain. Only the ther-
mal channels (4.5 to 5.5 pm and 8 to 13.5 /pm) are operable at night or twilight. Data can be
collected at flight altitudes from 500 ft above terrain to 15,000 ft above sea level. However, at
500 ft scans do not cover all the ground under the aircraft because of the limited maximum sean
rate and the minimum airspeed of the aircraft. The best scan overlap (approximately 50%)
occurs at a flight altitude of 2000 ft above terrain and at a ground speed of 120 knots. The fixed
scan rate produces increasing scan overlap at higher altitudes.
The nominal unobscured FOV of the scanners is 80 ° across the flight line and continuous
in the flight direction. However, when the thermal reference plates are used with scanner 1, the
unobscured external FOV is reduced to 37 ° . The lamp reference sources for scanner 2 are reg-
istered during the period of internal scan so that the external FOV for this scanner is unaffected
by the calibration sources. The synchronization signal is stabilized about the roll axis to reduce
significant pattern distortion in the imagery representing scanned terrain. No corrections are
made for aircraft pitch and yaw during the scan.
The system will register quantitatively in nineteen bands on magnetic tape the spectral
signature of targets as small as several resolution elements (approximately 10-ft diameter at
1000-ft altitude). The quantitative measure of the signal level (radiance) in each band is estab-
lished by interpolation between two knovwn radiation inputs at the scanner aperture. Thile radia-
tion inputs are common to data channels within a scanner and can be compared between scanners.
14
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3.2. DATA REPRODUCTION AND DATA HANDLING
Although some data reproduction canll be done with the airborne equipment in the field to
obtain preliminary results, the majority of the reproduction is accomplished at WRL. The scan-
ner imagery is reproduced in two basic forms for distribution to data users: analog magnetic
tapes and film strips.
The original analog tapes are duplicated when the original tape is played back on one tape
machine and the electrical signa.1 is transferred to a second tape machine. The electronics of
both machines were modified by Willow Run to transfer the electrical signal between tapes with
minimum signal degradation. The scanner signals are FM recorded to preserve low-frequency
information and must be demodulated for restoration to the original form. The tape duplications
are made without going through the demodulation and remodulation of the signal. All tape dupli-
cations are made from the original analog tape which is retained on file.
Thile scanner imagery is reproduced on 70-mm film strips in the data-playback facility.
This facility contains 1-in. and 1/2-in. tape machines, signal-handling equipment, operator cdis-
plays and controls, and a cathode-ray tube (CRT)/film printer. The signal-handling equipment
provides special video bandwidth filtering, amplification, gating, clamping, sampling, and holding
circuitry to allow maximum retention of information and reformniatting of the data on film. In
reformatting (see Fig. 5), the calibration reference sources are sampled, stored, and mixed
with the gated video at the appropriate time so that maximum use is made of the 70-mm film area.
This radiation reference information is printed beside the scene imagery in a continuous film
strip. Periodically (usually between runs), the scene imagery is interrupted by the insertion of
a 16-step, equal-voltage-increment grey scale across the film width. Thus, the film retains a
quantitative correlation between film tone and signal voltage, regardless of the processing vari-
ables. The film drive for the CRT/printer was adapted from a magnetic tape-machine belt drive
to provide smooth and accurate film motion for printing the line scan imagery. Thile printer
camera originally contained a gear drive which did not operate smoothly. A unique feature of
the facility is a flying-spot-scanner labeling device which introduces identifying nomenclature
onto the beginning of each film strip.
All reproduced data are reviewed and distributed by the same personnel who collected the
data. Thus, equipment performance degradations or malfunctions are noted promptly and are
corrected immediately after their discovery.
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4
RECOMMENDATIONS
We have completed two-and-one-half years of multispectral data-collection operations for
NASA/MSC and over five years total with this particular equipment. Our experience has led
to several recommendations to improve multispectral data-collection functions. Thile major
deficiency in the current system, i.e., the lack of coniimmon registration in the multispectral
imagery, has been corrected. Multispectral data could be niachine processed from only oie
detector assembly at a time. The new Mlichigan scanner, which will be operational beginning
in FY 1972, will provide common line-of-sighlt registration to three detector assemblies. Other
areas of improvement which should be considered for the future are noted as follows:
(1) Resources should be made available for continued improvement of equipment perfor-
mance through refinements in radiation reference sources and new detector develop-
ments.
(2) Supporting equipment should be added to the airborne system to provide accurate air-
craft position and attitude information so that accurate multispectra.l area maps can
be produced.
(3) The data-reproduction equipment should be modified so that it can use the aircraft
position and attitude informlation to provide accurately scaled multispectral maps.
(4) Provisions should be made in the data-collection system for efficient and accurate
retrieval of recorded data..
(5) The feasibility of active, scanning systems which use laser sources should be investi-
gated for earth-resources applications.
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Appendix V
TENTATIVE FLIGHT SCHEDULE FOR FISCAL YEAR 1972
Mission
401M, Corn Blight
40M, Corn Blight
41M, Corn Blight
41M, Corn Blight
42M, Corn Blight
42M, Corn Blight
Inghamn County (prime)
43M, Corn Blight
43M, Corn Blight
Ingham County (enroute)
44M, Corn Blight
44M, Corn Blight
45M, Corn Bligiht
45MI, Corn Blight
Genesee County
4GM, Corn Blight
Ingham County (enroute)
Eglin
46M, Corn Blight
Ann Arbor/Lake Michigan
Atlanta
HATS
Test Flight
54M, Ann Arbor
55M, B3altimore
Woodworth (255)
Black Hills (226)
57M, Ann Arbor
Lake Ontario
Oakdland Co. (086)
Eaton Co. (136, 321)
Atlanta (226)
Operations
Base
Lafayette, Indiana
Lafayetle, Indiana
I.Lafayeitte, Indiana
Lafayette, Indiana
Lafayette, Indiana
Lafayette, Indiana
Lansing, Michigan
Lafayette, Indiana
12afayette, Indiana
Lansing, Michigan
Lafayette, Indiana
Lafayette, Indi:ana
Lanayette, Indiana
Lafayette, Indiana
Flint, Michigan
Lafayette, Indiana
Lansing, Michigan
Eglin AFB, Florida
Lafayette, Indiana
WVRL, Michigan
Atlanta, Georgia
Houston, Texas
WRL, Michigan
WRL, Michigan
Baltimore, Maryland
Jamestown, North Dakota
Rapid City, South Dakota
WRL, Michigan
Niagara, New York
WRL, Michigan
Local
Macon, Georgia
*1)ata-collection fliglts for sponsors other than NASA.
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Date
6/28-7/2
7/5-9
7/12-16
7/19-23
7/26-30
8/2-6
8/2-6
8/9-13
8/16--20
8/16-20
8/23-27
8/30-9/3
9/6-10
9/13-17
*9/13-17
9/20-24
9/20-24
'9/27-10/1
10/4-8
10/11-15
10/18-22
10/25-29
11/1-5
11/8-12
12/6-10
12/13-17
12/20-24i
12/27-31
1/3-7
1/10-14
1/17-21
1/24 -28
1/31-2/4
2/7-11
2/14-18
2/21-25
2/28-3/3
3/6-10
3/]3-17
3/20-24
3/27-31
4/3 -7
4/10-14
4/17-21
4/24-28
5/1-5
5/8 - 12
5/15-19
5/22-26
5/29-6/2
*6/5-9
6/12- 16
6/19-23
6/26-30
Aircraft
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C -47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-46
C-46
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C-47
C -47
C-47
C-47C-47
Data
(miles)
300
300
300
240
300
24
300
300
200
300
24
100
40/90
100
150
60
140
306
40
60
500
75
120
80
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